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Rudd in cover up of Seig Heiling toffs paid to
canvass in Hastings

Desperate measures have been taken by MP for Hastings & Rye, Amber Rudd, embarrassed
by  evidence that far-right Oxford University students have been paid to canvass for her in
Hastings. The precarious incumbent MP, with a slender majority of 346, has gone to extreme
measures to boost her waning popularity.
On Friday, Hastings Solidarity released photographs of far-right recruitment in the ultra
privileged Conservative Association at Oxford University. In a Facebook event students were
told they would be paid to travel to Hastings to help canvass for the ailing MP. 5 Tory students
stated their intention to travel. After a short investigation Hastings Solidarity found shocking and
blatant evidence of genocidal politics with one student, George Wright, proudly performing a
Nazi salute. The Hastings & Rye Conservative chairman Graeme Williams lied on Twitter using
the Donald Trump tactic of smearing factual reporting as “Fake News!”, incompetently he even
got the phrase wrong and called it “False News!”. Just like Donald Trump he used his lies to
protect white supremacists. Facebook has been pressured by Rudd’s campaign to remove the
Hastings Solidarity article with evidence of seig heiling, students that were being paid to travel to
Hastings to canvass for the politician.
The millionaire Rudd, MP of the deprived constituency of Hastings & Rye has employed
extreme tactics to improve her declining popularity. She’s hired the infamous Australian Tory
propagandist Lynton Crosby. Lynton’s previous assignment was the last general election where
he was paid £4,000,000 total averaging at £85,000 per day1. We ask how much is he being paid
to promote the dangerously incompetent Home Secretary? The Chief Tory whip ordered MPs to
attending the canvassing but HaSol saw no evidence of their attendance.
The Conservatives successfully pressured Facebook to removed Hastings Solidarity’s article but
we still have the article on the website2 and on the HaSol Twitter account3.
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http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/08/08/sir-lynton-crosbys-firm-paid-4million-conservative-party-2017
2
 http://www.hasol.org.uk/desperate-amber-rudd-pays-nazi-students-campaign-hastings
3
 https://twitter.com/_hasol_

Notes for editors

For further information please contact info@hasol.org.uk
Facebook group inviting Conservative activists:
https://www.facebook.com/events/282718535466695/
Facebook profile of Bournemouth based Nazi saluting Tory activist George Wright
https://www.facebook.com/George.Wright.1999

The invite to be paid to travel to Hastings to canvass for Rudd.

Hastings and Rye Conservative Chairman caught lying to public

List of attendees of promoting Tory politician Rudd, note George Wright at the top

Conservative toff Tory activist from Oxford University, George Wright

Acknowledging Nazi salute

Brexit champion, George Wright.


George Wright’s Facebook like of notorious far-right paedophile apologist Milo Yiannopoulos

Rudd’s Nazi Tory outside the Reichstag, site of the Nazi false flag attack which enabled Hitler to
fully establish Nazi Germany.

More lies from Hastings and Rye Tory chairman

